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Frameless Reinvented
GoldenHome Cabinetry Door Selection

Modern style
Kitchen cabinets
GoldenHome Cabinetry provides modern-style kitchen and bath
cabinets at an affordable price. Since 1999, GoldenHome Cabinetry
has been producing name brand cabinets for the global markets.
Today, the company has become one of the world’s leading cabinet
makers. With many locations stretching across China, Australia,
Middle East, and the U.S. Quality is the essence of GoldenHome
operation. The company has selected environmentally friendly
materials to ensure premium quality. State-of-the-art automated
controlled German HOMAG equipment is introduced for precise
manufacturing as well.
GoldenHome regards the customer’s health as our top concern, that
is why we carefully select environmentally friendly materials. As one of
the worldwide leading modern cabinet manufacturers, GoldenHome
specializes in R&D innovation, service, and manufacturing of modern
cabinets ranging from lacquer, laminate to thermofoil, and many other
unique styles. GoldenHome specializes in cabinets, which makes it
becomes the Kitchen Industrial Design Center.
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CLASSIC
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CLASSIC SERIES

KITCHEN CABINETS DESIGN
Classic kitchen cabinets are the unpainted canvas of kitchen design.
They’re no frills, but they allow for other styles to combine seamlessly.
In addition, they let you express your style and personality through
numbers of additional designs.

The combination of black and white cabinets
has a sleek and modern. If your home is decorated in a very modern, high-fashion style, try
this style of cabinetry.

Scant ¾ inch thick MFC board, with melamine
laminate on both sides, and PVC banding of
matching color on all edges.

Dark Wood
DW
2-5 biz days

Bianco Wood
BW
2-5 biz days

The product images shown are for illustration purpose only
and may not be an exact representation of the product.

CLASSIC

CLASSIC
DARK WOOD
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DELUXE
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DELUXE SERIES

KITCHEN CABINETS DESIGN
Along with the demand for higher life
style, the color, material and new design
of the kitchens are becoming more and
more available, giving people more
diversified choice.

Scant 3/4” inch thick MFC board, with
melamine laminate on both sides and PVC
banding of matching colour on all edges.

Walnut

WT
2-5 biz days

Rustic Oak
RO
2-5 biz days

The product images shown are for illustration purpose only
and may not be an exact representation of the product.

DELUXE
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The walnut cabinet express a total rustic and
simple feeling. The kitchen is quite spacious, and
that bold and simple lines of the kitchen add a
sense of boldness and unrestrained to the room.
The white quartz stone countertops match the
walnut cabinets. The color is wood style, bright
and matchable.

DELUXE
WALNUT
The product images shown are for illustration purpose only
and may not be an exact representation of the product.

DELUXE
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The cabinets in the natural wood color
are simple and warm, it gives people a
fresh and pure feeling. The use of simple
modern design style, the perfect blend
of wood and white, can easily create a
beautiful and comfortable cooking
environment.

DELUXE
RUSTIC OAK

The importance role of the cabinets in the
kitchen, is not only a storage for tableware,
but also a decorative object to the interior
home space

DELIGHT
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DELIGHT SERIES

KITCHEN CABINETS DESIGN
Dreaming of giving your kitchen a new look? But don’t know which style to choose
then consider delight-style kitchen cabinets, making it perfect for those who just
love simplicity.
Melamine laminated on both sides, and PVC matching color edge banding on all
edges makes it aesthetically appealing and incredibly stylish, giving your kitchen a
modern new look while keeping it in your budget.

BRING OUT THE BEST VERSION
OF THE KITCHEN

Scant 3/4 inch thick MDF board, with PET
laminate on the exterior and melamine
laminate on the interior, ABS banding of
matching colour on all edges.

COMING
SOON

5 Piece shaker door with 3/4’’ solid wood frame
and 3/8’’ mdf core. Painted finishes on
Exterior and all edges. Crack-resistant.

White Shaker
WS
2-5 biz days

Grey Shaker
GS
2-5 biz days

Glossy White
GW
2-5 biz days

Glossy Ash
GA
2-5 biz days

DELIGHT

Delight
The combination of the white shaker
and grey shaker

Our White shaker style is the transition of the tradition to the modern style.
It provides you most of the classic valances with modern profile. Also those
two color tones give you a choice of combination and accents.
The latest technology used by GoldenHome in production of the wood
doors, prevents any cracking due to temperature changes in future.

DELIGHT
WHITE SHAKER

DELIGHT
GREY SHAKER
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DELIGHT

DELIGHT
GLOSSY WHITE & ASH
White cabinets are unforgettable, giving a sense of purity and
comfort. No matter what is the kitchenware materials, it can
maintain the fresh and elegant feelings but not missing the vitality
of the original color.
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GRAND

GRAND SERIES

KITCHEN CABINETS DESIGN
Kitchens are considered the heartbeat of any home and become the center of attraction.
This is the place where we cook, prepare, socialize, and even entertain guests. So, making it look
incredibly stylish is what every homeowner dream of.
So, whether you’re planning to construct a new modern kitchen or remodelling the outdated
one, we, as a prestigious kitchen cabinets distributor in Canada, help you construct the most
popular grand style kitchen in various styles.
Our glossy and super matte style kitchen cabinets will suit everyone’s needs, where glossy gives
you a classic reflection and makes your smaller kitchen look bigger, whereas super matte style
gives you a sophisticated appeal and is easier to maintain as compared to glossy cabinets.

GRAND
GLOSSY
FINSH
Glossy Silver Grey
GSG
7 - 10 biz days

Gun Metal Anthracite
GMA
7 - 10 biz days

Scant 3/4 inch thick MDF Board.
E2 grade MDF core, laminated
with a 0.2mm melamine below
2 layers of Ultra High Gloss UV
cured, clear lacquer.
Scratch and impact resistant for
usage in high trafﬁc areas.

Glossy Anthracite Grey
GAG
7 - 10 biz days
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GRAND
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Matte Bright White
MBW
7 - 10 biz days

Scant 3/4 inch thick MDF Board.
E2 grade MDF core with a 0.3mm ABS laminate.
The ABS laminates have been speciﬁcally
designed to create a ﬁngerprint resistant ﬁnish.

Matte Light Grey

GRAND
SUPER MATTE
FINSH

MLG
7 - 10 biz days

We are here to make sure you are only dealing with
kitchen stuff.

Matte Anthracite Grey
MAG
7 - 10 biz days

Matte Jet Black
MJB
7 - 10 biz days

Navy Blue

NB
7 - 10 biz days

Whether you prefer a traditional look or something more
modern, these kitchen cabinet design ideas go far beyond plain-old cupboards, and, functional tips aside, will
help you to spice up your kitchen storage spots with
decorative colors, finishes, and hardware.

Matte Pebble Grey
MPG
7 - 10 biz days

GRAND

GRAND
MATTE LIGHT GREY
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GRAND

Matte is relative to flat, that is, non-glossy
surface. It can avoid light pollution and is
easier to maintain. Black combination, is a
classic colour that never gets old.

GRAND
MATTE JET BLACK
The dark colour defines wisdom, knowledge,
and intelligence, while it is also dignified,
conservative and carries the popularity of
authority. Therefore, it will be the perfect
colour for you to choose and design
high-end matte jet black.
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LUXURY

LUXURY SERIES

KITCHEN CABINETS DESIGN
Luxury is a treat, which can be enjoyed at any
level, similar to delicious food that can delight
any taste.
Planning to build luxurious kitchen cabinets,
especially when it’s linked with your dining
space, allows you to leave an impression on
your guest and enjoy the feel of your favourite
restaurant.

Lacquer White
LW
2-5 biz days

Lacquer Grey

LG
15 biz days plus
*Conditions Apply

Scant 7/8 inch thick MDF board, with lacquer finish
on the exterior and all edges,
white melamine laminate on the interior.
J shape handle design

Lacquer Ash

LA
15 biz days plus
*Conditions Apply

As a prestigious kitchen cabinets distributor in
Ontario, we help you build the most luxurious,
stylish kitchen that lets you cook your signature
dishes at best. To give a luxurious accent to your
kitchen cabinets, we have a premium quality
lacquer MDF board with melamine lamination
on the interior side, making it perfect that lasts
for longer.
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LUXURY
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LUXURY
LACQUER

Tel: 905-727-8800
info@goldenhomecabinetry.ca
www.goldenhomecabinetrycanada.com
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